Social Media Engagement

Take the conversation about healthy dating behaviors online. Empower students to share their thoughts on healthy relationships, digital boundaries and ways to best help their friends with these online actions.

1. Have students tweet a photo showing what healthy digital dating means to them by using the hashtag #txloveis
   a. loveisrespect will repost the best photos, helping your students share their message of healthy dating even further
2. Encourage students to use the cut out photo frames to help see healthy relationships around them. Students can put these in their lockers with a picture inside, or can take pictures for Instagram, Facebook, Tumblr, Twitter, etc. with them and post them online, again using the #txloveis tag
3. If your school has a social media account, spread a few tweets or statuses about healthy dating, and use loveisrespect.org as a resource so that students are connected directly to resources and further help if needed.
4. Offer extra credit for any student who leads a conversation through a social media channel about how to set healthy digital boundaries. This can be a series of tweets, or a Facebook status with comments in response.
5. Encourage your students to create Instagram or Vine videos talking about healthy digital relationships and ask that they use the #txloveis when they post it.